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UFOINQUIRYBEHINDCLOSEDDOORS StrangeFlyingObject
NICAPAsksRightto QuestionAir Force OverBase,TyndaUAFI

Urging the immediate end of UFO During this discussion, Congressman
censorship. NICAP has warned the UFO McCormack also disclosed that the in- TellsHQ
Subcommittee that Berlin-crisis tension quiry probably would be heId in executive
is increasing two dangers from official session, for fear public sessions might For 90 minutes, in the early hours of
secrecy: contribute to national uneasiness. Since May 20, 1961, Tyndall Air Force Base

l. The risk of accidental war. from then, a similar fear has been expressed was under observation by a strange,
mistaking UFO formations for a Soviet by Chairman Brooks, with a decision round object, glowing orange-_qhite,
sneak attack. In 1958, the AF admitted against open meetings. (Documentation which maneuvered over thcDrone(pilot-
that Strategic AirCommandbombershad in NICAP possession.) less a_rcraft) Launching Sire.
more than once been launched against As AF representatives already have During this time, the UFOwas tracked
Russia when defense radar trackedmys- been heard by the Subcommittee, there by two AF radar- stations. Its pro °
teriouz objects "in seeming formation is ur_doubtedly heavy pressure against longed maneuvers were observed by
which never have been identified." The publicity. To offset any fears of public members of the 4756thAirPoliceSquad o
errors vcere caught, but the hazard is alarra, and topreventtheclosedsessions roe and the assistant to the base UEO
far greater today, from keeping the facts from the public, officer. After attempted interceptions

2. The danger that the Soviet Govern- NICAP has submitted the to/lowing plan by a jet and a helicopter, theunidentified
meet may, in a critical moment, falsely to Congressman Brooks and the Sub- object climbed away from the base and
claim the UFOs as secret Russian committee: disappeared.
weapons against which our defenses are To date, the AF has kept this UFO
helpless, surveillance from the public, but NICAP

The NICAP warning vtas given to the HICAP SPEEDS UP OPERATIONS now has Jn its possession a five-page
House Majority Leader, Congressman AF report, complete with names, de-
ffohn W. McCormaek, Chairman Overton Thanks to the loyal members who tails and action taken, including a"mis-
Brooks of the Science and Astrona_tlcs are rallying to our emergency letter, sion report" by Capt. Paul F. Vander-
Committee, who set up the UFO Sub- NICAP will go on--with a new griff, the helicopter pilot. A condensed
committee, and the Subcommitteechair- account of _he five-page report feller, s:

stepped.up drive for the UFO facts, Time and date of sighting 0280 hours
man. Congressman Joseph E. Karth. In Details on p. 2. blew Special Articleaddition, NICAP submitted a special (2:50 a.m.) 20 May 1961. Base weather
plan which, if agreed to by Chairman Series begins on p. 4. The Truth report -- clear, i0 miles visibility.
Brooks and the subcommittee, would Behind the Attack on NICAP, p. 8. Report from Post #13, by Airman
bring speedy release of a12 UFO infer- Garland L. Henaon, Air Police: At
marion withheld by the. Air Force and about 0260, May" 20, 1981, sighted orange
would block any further secrecy. A. NICAP Board and staff members colored light alternately descending to

This action followed a decision that will present to the Subcommittee, In treetop level andclimbingathighspeeds.
the UFO inquiry sessions will be closed tim presence of designated AF repre- When the UFO was nearest Post No. 13,
to the press and public, sentatives, proof that the Air Force has Henson's radio temporarily failed, ap-

Though the creation of the UFO Sub- withheld, deniedoruntruthfullyexplained parently from electro-magnetic inter-
committee/caked our in June, strenuo_Js specific UFO visual and/or radar re- terence generated by the device, Radio
efforts are being made to avoidpublicity ports by trained, competent arld reliable contact was made with TyndalI Opcr-
about the inquiry, t_othChairmanBrooks observers. NICAP willprezent specific, ations at about 0300.
and his executive director, Charles F. documented proof that the AF has given The UFO report from Post 13 was
Ducander, have told questioners there contradictory, misleading and untrue relayed to M/Sgt. Henry ]'. Lacour,
are no plans for hearings. A C6_agres- statements to Members of Congress, assistant to the Base UFO officer, Capt.
sional leader informed NICAP that"this press media and the public. In pre- Allan E. Aar0nson, At 0300 Laeour
is teclmically correct s_nce this is an senting this secrecy evidence, NICAP went to Post 13 and observed the HEn
inquiry, but there is only a fine line w/II 5e permitted to have _imesses in alternately hovering and climbing about
between this and an Investigation." key chses called by the Subcommittee. the base. At 0330. complying with AF

In addition, there have been attempts B. The Subcommittee will require _he Reg. 200-2 for immediate reporting of
on Capitol Hill to deny even the ex- AF representatives to answer fully an OFOs, M/Sgt. Lacour put in a call to
istence oftheUFOSubcommittee, despite NICAP questions regarding the claims Major Roberz Friend, chief of Project
previous admissions to Washington cor- indicated in Paragraph A. (Exceptions: Blue Book, ATIC (Aerospace Technical
respondents Bulkley Griffin and Paul" Classified aircraft speeds, radar equip- Intelligence Center), Wright-patterson
Scott and Newsweek. meet details, Intelligence procedures, AFB, Ohio, Phone numbers listed in

The creation of theUFOSubcommittee and the identity of witnesses who spe- the report: Clearwater 3-7111, extension
was personally confirmed to NICAP's cffically refuse to release their names.) 69216 or 68_78. When Lacour found
director by the House Majority Leader, C. The Air Force representatives will Major Friend was unavailable, he gave
Congressman McCormaek, who was similarly he permitted to question NI- the UFO report to the Officer oftheDay.
chiefly responsible [or the setting up of CAP, and NICAP officials will answer Report of S/Sgt. Cecil L. Mallett,
this committee, McCormack stated that fully except in the few instances where Air Police: Received radio call from
Congressman Karth was the subcom- persons involved refuse to release t_eir Post 13, Drone Launch Site, three miles
mitten chairman, names.

/see rlext COlu_r_) (coati.tied on ptxge 2) (contmued on page 3}
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The CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRy, cont./tompage I

UFO INVESTIGATOR D. II the AF representatives refuse "It is of utmost importance, in view
to attend a joint meeting, or to answer of the Berlin crisis,that theU.S.Govern-Published by

the blational InvestigQtions Committee the specific questions indicated, NICAP meet release its massive evidence pray-
on Aerial Phenomena, will urge the Subcommittee to offer the lug to all Americans that the UFOs

1536 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Air Force the alternative of sessions could not be Russian. The AF has proof
Washington 6, D. C, open to the press and public, that these strange devices, vastly su-

Copyr ght 1961, National Investigations E. If the Subcommittee decides, after per/or to any machine now made on
Commfftee on Aerial Phenomena, All hearing AF and NICAP evidence and earth, were operating in our skies early
rights reserved, except that up to 300 answers, that the Air Force has with- iu World War II, long before the RUs-
words may be used, with NICAP credits held, denied or wrongly explainedspeci- sians had rockets or even jets.
by press, broadcasting stations and UFO fie UFO reports, and that it has with- "If the AF delays releasingthisproof.
magazines, held UFO information from or given then we urge the Science and Astto-

NICAP membership, including the UFO untrue answers toMembersofCongress, nauties Committee or the UFO Sub-
Investigator, news bulletins if indicated, the press and public, then it willaskthat committee to make public all of NICAP's
ondNlCAP membership card, $5 per yeor. they act to reduce the secrecy dangers proof that the UFOs are not Russian."
Donald E. Keyhoe, Director and Editor by ending the censorship. The NICAP suggestion for a new,
Richard H.HalI, Secretary and Associate If, however, the Air Force repro- independent information council included

Editor sentatives in these joint sessions can 1. Creation of a civilian agency by
disprove all of NICAP's documented emergency legislation, or by securing

EDITORIAL evidence and claims, as cited in Para- an Executive Order, with authority to
graph A, then NICAP's director will obtain and release immediately all UFO

It is impossible to give adequate resign and recommend that the Board information in the hands of the U,S. Air
thanks to the loyal members who kept of Governors dissolve the orgunization. Force, except the minorclassifleditems
NICAP from going under in July. We He will also agree to cease all public already cited.
wish we could meet and thank each one and written discussion of UFOs and 2. Information to be released would
personally, not only for their financial criticism of the AF policies, include all reports of unknown or so-
help but alsoforthemanyheart-warming F. If the Subcommittee decides to called unidentified flying objects from
telegrams, phonecalls and letters, such end AF secrecy, NICAP will request Dec. 8, 1941, to date, these not to be
as: that a new agency, or council, be set up summaries but complete reports --
"Hang on, help is coming... NICAP to insure the speedy release of all UFO visual, radar, photographic, astronomi-

is our greatest hope for getting the information, with the immediatepurpose cal and by all known tracking methods.
truth; we won't let you fail . . . we're of reducing the grave secrecy-dangers. The reports would include full details,
backing you to finish the job . . 2' "It is on record," NICAP mid Chair- opinions of witnesses, all evaluations
As an immediate result, the most man Brooks and the UFO Subcommittee, from first Intelligence interviews to

urgent bills have been paid. Second, "that President Kennedy has ordered final conclusions of ATIC (Aerospace
the Investigator has been put on regular new steps to reduce the risk of aeci- Technical Intelligence Center). Also
schedule. This issue replaces theover- dental war, after 'holes' were found in included would' be all other UFO studies
due /ant-July number. Next month, the the system of safeguards. Dr. Marvin or evaluations by the AF or scientists
August-September issue will report alI Stern, Assistant Director for Research under contract; all UFO informatlun
late developments. In October. the and Development. Department of De- from other sources, military, civil
Oct.-Nov. issue; in December, the Dec,- lense, has said we are not givIng enough government, private and foreign; all
Jan. issue, and every two months there- consideration to the factors of stress official conclusions, estimate_ of the
after, and coincidence that might lead to war situation, etc., even if later modified;

To achieve this, we have earmarked by accident, all orders, policy letters and any other
funds for the next three issues and "If K'hrushchev threatens to takeBer- UFO information not specifically listed.
necessary payments on bills, counting lin by force, all our U.S. and foreign 9. The new UFO Information agency
on steady income to cover other operat- military bases will be on a full alert, would include members of the press and
ing costs and future publications. SAC H-bombers will be circling, ready broadcasting media to aid in speedy

About 25% of our members responded for the 'go' signal; our Polaris and rulease of all the facts. The agency

to our flnancial-emergeneyletter. Some, land-based missile crews will be on would include one AF consultant, to [on vacation, received it replete; they and standby, ready to fire the long-range delete minor classified items, and one

others in the '15% group have told us rockets; defenseradarmenwillbewatch- NICAP representative to help expedite I
that if NICAP is definitely going on lug their scopes, ready for any sigrz operations. The agency could secure
they will help to back us by renewals, of a Russian attack, opinions from astronomers, space an-
securing new members or by donations. "At such a time, under tension, de- thorities and other experts, to help

We believe this issue shows what feast forces might again mistake fast- determine and make public more facts
majority support can and will do. Freed flying UFOs for a Soviet attack -- about the UFO situation.
from fear of immediate failure, NICAP perhaps this time with more deadly re- In presenting the NICAP plan. the
has become revitalized. Under a new suits. To reduce the risk, confusion director told Congressmen Brooks and
policy, we are exploring every promin- about UFOs in our defense forcesshonld Karth:
ins source for hidden facts about UFOs, be immediately ended. Once informed "NICAP offers this chance to end the
regardless of Congressional action, that UFOs are not a m_h. and given long UFO controversy in the best in-
Spesiul features, requested by many detailed recognitioninformation, defense terests of the country, lfweareeorreet,
members, will appear in every issue, radarmen will be on guard against such then the American people -- and our
If the majority of our members back us, possibly fatal errors." allies -- should at once be protected
we will also have clerical help to launnh Citing the second secrecy-danger, against the secrecy dangers. If the
three important projects,delayedbylack NICAP told Congressmen Brooks and AF can disprove alI our claims, then
of funds. Karth: most of the public opposition to AN

With regular publications assured, "On pages 5-6 of the NICAP Confi- policies will end.
along with our new plane for probing dential Report sent to you in 1960, we NICAP put on record an urgent re-
the UFO mystery, we are confident that showed, with specific details: How quest for Board and staff members to
most of our members will back us with Khrushchev could take advantage of AF present detailed evidence to the Sub-
steady support -- as effectively as contradictions and secrecy and the re- committee as soon as they finish ques-
those who saved us frbm disaster in corded UFO evidence from expert U.S. tioning the Air Force. The Board will
July. In return we shall do Our utmost observers, by falsely claiming theUFOs meet at Washington in the next two
to carry out your wishes and learn the were secret Russian deviceswhichcould weeks.
answers for which we all have been be lethal in war, and that the AF was "You have seen a smalleross-seetion
working, hiding this from the American public, of the evidence in our Confidential Re-

(see r_ex_column) (continued on page 3)
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UFORECOGNITIONCHARTSISSUEDTOU.S.SHIPS
But portraying these strange machines torins or possessions; Submarines; and

Approved by theU.S. Navy, recognition with hostile earthrnade planes, ships Unidentified Flying Objects.
charts showing two types of UFOs are and missiles should not be taken as The MERINT charts give instructions
now posted for quickuse on the bridges proof that the UFOs are.considered for rushing emergency sighting reports,
of most Arnerio_iu ships, belligerent. It is more likely they were either directly or for immediate relay to

Designated "OPNAV-94"P-3B,'" and included to prevent true UFOformations the proper military destination. The
bearing the words "'Authorized by the from being mistaken for aSovietrnissile fellowingprovision is added:
Secretary of the Navy," these early- or bomber attack. "The INTERNATIONAL URGENCY
warning recognition charts show two At the top of theNavy-approvedcharts SIGNAL (XXX XXX XXX) may be used
sketches of UFOs -- one a typical are these words: as an alternate to clear circuit."
round "flying saucer," the other a bat- Please post in Radio RoornundonBridge The MERINT emergency reporting
likexpacecraftwithportsalongtheside. FOR EARLY WARNING IN DEFENSE system was set up under ]'ANAP-146,

With the illustration of these two OF NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT by the 3"oint Chiefs of Staff. It is the
UFO types specifically authorized bythe MERINT naval and maritime equivalent of CIRVtS
_ecretary of the Navy, this appearstobe RADIO TELEGRAPH PROCEDURE (Communications Instructions for Re-
official Navy recognition that UFOs are Under "WHAT TO REPORT" are porting Vital Intelligence Sightings)
real, regardless of public Air Force five listings, each illustrated for quick issued to U.S. and Canadian pilots.
denials, recognition: Guided Missiles; Surface Though N1CAP knew of both systems,

The UFO illustrations are shown with Warships positively idestifled as not this is oar first knowledge of the UFO
sketches of possibly hostile ships, air- U.S. or CANADIAN; Aircraft or con- reqognition sketches authorized by the
craft and missiles, for emergency re- trails which appear to bedirected against Secretary of the Navy.
ports to North American defenseforeas, the United States, Canada, their terri-

Congressional Inquiry ]'arnea C. Corrnan. Science and Astro- AF ]'ET, HELICOPTER, CHASE UFO

from p. 2 nauties Committee, wrote Mr. and Mrs. AT TYNDALL AFB /torn page 1Robert Karp, NICAP members:

port," the NICAP director told Con- "I would certainly encourage any ex- from Gate 2. Proceeded, parked my AF
gressrnen Brooks and Karth. "We are arnination of unidentified flying objects vehicle to observe the light.
prepared to submit massive evidence, evidence if it comes before our group. Report of Airman Gary L. Kelly,
including recent, documented eases, in I agree with you that in cases where Air Police: Intercepted Post 13 radio
the suggested joint gubcornmittee--AF- unidentified flying objects have en- call about a "floating object." Car gsaid he would check. About 0400 I
NICAP session, If all of NICAP's dangnred passengers on airplanes, or noticed a bright shining object ....
evidence were made public, we believe otherwise imperil our national security, moving west slowly. Went to Drone
it would eompintely prove an official we should take all steps necessary to
cover-up and increase demands foropen determine the nature of the objects and Launch Site, continued to watch it.
Congressional hearings, their sources." Similar report by Airman Roy C,

"NICAP has no desire, in view of the It is not too late to overcome AF Elmore, Air Police. Consensus by the
Berlin crisis, to create this situation, resistance by securing strong Congres- tof°Ur:white;Shape'noround;sound.COlOr,UForUStYcouldOrangemove
We respectfully urge that you adopt the sicnaI support for NICAP's plan or
suggested plan,which would end secrecy- for open inquiry sessions. If you agree very slowly, then climb rapidly, Trail
dangers with the least public reaction, with NICAP's plan, ask your Congress- or exhaust reported by Airman Kelly.Ground-electronic, air electronic and
The UFO problem will eventually break man to urge prompt action by the UFO aircraft details:
into the open. It is far better to settle Subcommittee to reduce the secrecy
it now than to wait and gamble as dangers. Enclose this copy of the Report by the Alert Dispatcher, A1/C
Khrushobev deliberately increases the Investigator, or tell us when you write Robert L. Dreunan: "At 0345, Base
tension over Berlin. " your Congressman and we will forward Operations Dispatcher, A/gC Varljen,

Previous confirmation of AF UFO a e0py immediately, called me. He said he had a problemSimilar letters may be sent to your on a UFO. RAPCON (radar station)
secrecy by Congressman Ioseph E. Senators, urging action bythePrepared- was painting a sighting that the Air
Karth. UFO Subcommittee chairman, hess Investigating Subcommittee, which Policehadealledin.("Painting"rneans
takes on new significance because of for over a year has been checking on tracking on a radarscope.) I notified
intensive AF pressure on him and Con- the AF UFO investigation, after orders Brush Off Control (radar) and they too
gressman Brooks to keep the inquiry by Vice President (then Senator) Lyndon were painting an object 8-12 miles west
closed. Karth's statement to Mr. and ._ohnson. of PAM. The object was at first re-.
Mrs. _ulius Neuman, NICAP members, Following is a statement by Senator ported 2 miles west of the TACAN, then
follows: Benjamin A. Srnith(electedinNovernber) abruptly shifted to 8-12 miins west. I

"As a member of the House Corn- to NICAP Astronomer Adviser Walter notified MOADS and they scrarnbed a
mittee on Science and Astronautics i N. Webb: "I feel that this (UFO) "hot fighter" to run on this object.
of course have had contact with high problem is one of considerable irn- Fighter airborne in two minutes; radar
Air Force officers and have had oppor N portanoo to the American public and still tracking object ..... "
tunity to hear their comments on and has never been fully solvedorexplained. Though the jet's radar intermittently

picked up the UFO, the pilot was unableoff the record on the subject of un- I would appreciate your sending me the
to sight the object because of the jet's

identified flying objects. Despite being Confltlential Report to Congress." high speed. According to the Alertconfronted with sesrningiy unirnpeach ~ Please write your legislators at once.
able evidence that suehpheaornena exist, The importance of such letters, at this Dispatcher, Dreanan, the UFO was first
these officers give little credence to the time. cannot be overemphasized, moving at 2-4 rn.p.h, then up to 45. A
many reports on the matter. When helicopter, he stated, was scrambled
pressed on specific detafls the experts -- "due to the slowness" of the UFO.
refuse to answer on grounds that they PIeese tell your Senators and Con- Following is a verbatim copy of the
(UFOs) are involved in the nation's gressmen at once if you want NICAP's helicopter pilot's report:
security and cannot be discussed pub- plan adopted. MISSION REPORT
liely. I share your interest and concern Mission Number, 61-31--Date, 20 May
for the nation's well-being and will 1961--Time 0440C.
continue to seek a definite answer to Several NICAP bulleHns and letters to Origin of alert, Base Operations

Type Mission, Search. Grid Location
this most important question." merd_ers .have--been returned by the Post N/A. A/C Number, N/A.

Many other Congressmen agree UFO Office Department. Please notify us ofevidence should be carefully investi- Crew Condition, N/A. Helicopter air-
gated. On April 3, 1961, Congressman any change of address as soon as possible, borne 0445C. Sorties, 1. Total time,

0 hour 20 rnin.
(see next column) (continued on page 4)
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THEMYSTERYBEHINDTHEPROJECTOZMA"SHUTDOWN"
NICAPTo PushNew Space CommunicationSystem

This is the first ofaseriesof"Speaial tremendous benefits possible fromcom- Earth language: By beaming to us some
Artinles." Some, tike this one, will muninating with more advanced worlds, of our own radio or TV programs,
go behind the news and will probe for it is incredible that the U.S. Govern- recorded by spacesbAp crews, satellites
the meaning of puzzling developments, sent would refuse tocover the relatively orbiting the earth, or by monitors on
Others will explore little-known or for- small operating costs.) planets of the nearest stars.
gotten phases of the UFO mystery, or Recently. a well-known New York What more dramatic proof than to
will combine new and earlier clues to magazine told NICAP that its attempts hear, day after day, our early radio
try for a better understanding of the to get the story of Project Ossa's shut- broadcasts coming from outer space:
civilizations involved -- the types of down met with evasive answers. The Newscasts about the New Deal . . .
beings, their worlds, and their possible project scientists seemed so reluctant Hitler and the Nazis . , . the first A-
motives in approaching our planet. Our to be interviewed that the magazine bomb. mixed in with westerns, crime
aim will be to discuss all the fascinating representative gave up the planned visit and soap operas. Or to see the early
aspects of the UFO operations, but to Green Bank. TVshnws. now almost forgotten, coming
most speculation will be based on known Three questions arise: Is the project eerily from some unknown world, or
facts and expert opinions. We believe still operating, and if so why the from a spaceship sent near us for this
these "Special Artinles'" will not only secrecy? If it is closed, was it because purpose.
add new interest for members, but will of space messages with disturbing But though such drama is possible,
open up new approaches to the final revelations? Is fear the reason for we must face the prospect of a slower,
solution of the UFO problem. Dr. Struve's reversal and his sudden more difficult path toour first knowledge

strange doubts about answering signals of other civilizations.
* * * * * * from unknown worlds? Perhaps a simple radio code will

The chance of any such danger will continued on page S
The ProjectOzmaNewsStory be weighed in this article. But its

main purpose is to show the probable

Three months ago, Project Ozma -- benefits for this world, and to urge TYNDALL AFB from P.3
official U.S. program to communicate support for a new, improved project, so
with other worlds -- was suddenly de- that we may be ready to communicate Pilot, Vandergriff. P.F., Capt.
clared abandoned. This surprising an- with beings from other worlds. Helicopter Crew,Co -pilot.
nouneement, completely reversing the . . . . . . Engineer, Seph, B., A1C
Government's plans for a long-tangs Med. Tech.,
program, was made by Dr. Otto Struve. The Story Behind the News Other,
famous astronomer and Director of the Resume. Cooky 29 (flight code num-
U.S. radio-astronomy observatory at When will we first oommuaieate with bet) was scrambled in an attempt to
Green Bank, W. Va. another world? intercept an unidentified flying object

In 1959, Dr. Struve startled the world "Success may come in 100years --or seen earlier in the night near the Drone
when he revealed this systematic official next week," says Dr. Frank Drake, Launch Site. One of the alert fighters
search for other lifein space -- widely Project Ozma director. His answer had bean serambledontheobjectearlier;
publicized as "the most adventurous given over a year ago, is still being however, it was believed that a slower
quest ever undertaken byscinnce."Stat- released at Green Bank Observatory -~ aircraft might have a better chance of
ing his belief that at least a million though Project Ozma is said to be identifying the object. Cooky 29 was
inhabited planets existed in our galaxy closed, less than five miles from the base when
alone, Dr. Strove suggested that some Long before this, Drake had dreamed BRUSH-OFF reported that they were
space races probably are farther ad- -- as a scientist dreams -- of far ad- losing contact with the object. Cooky
canoed than we arc. and that our ex- canoed civilizations, the day when we 29 returned to Tyndall at OSO5C.
istenee maybcsuspected, ifnotdefinitely first would make contact across the Paul F. Vandergriff
known to them. He soberly insisted that void of space. When the project search Capt., USAF, Alert Pilot
we must attempt to establish communi- began, he was ready with questions for Office Form 858(TAFB), Nov 58
cation -- at first by listening for intcl- the first unknown world: According to the Tyndall AFB report,
lignnt signals or messages -- even if it How do you link cancer . . . heart visual contact was lost after the jet
takes many years, disease . . . have you learned how to landed and just before thehelieoptertook

Now. in a complete about-face. Dr. live without war . . . do you have off, but radar (RAPCON-CPH-18) con-
Struve states: spaceships . . . what do you know of tinned to track the UFO until OSb0C,

"I'm not sure we should even answer, the universe? at which time the object was 25 miles
if we did receive (such) signals." In Stimulating questions -- but barely NNW, at 5,000 feet. The report also
effect ridiculing the project which he a hint of the tremendous effect on our states that BRUSH-OFF, an AF Ground
publicly backed with his scientific repu- lives, when first the messages corse Control Intercept station, traeknd the
tation, Dr.Struve adds: "whenscieatists from an unknown world, unknown device between 2,00OandlO,O00
ask when we will resume, I tell them to Even a strange code -- intelligent feet.
come back in 109,000 years2" radio signals from space -- would oleo- The simultaneous visual and radar

The puzzle is increased by contra- trify all on earth. At least we would reports, includingdoubleconfirmatinnby
dictory explanations of the reported have proof that we are not alone, two AF radar stations, completely.rule
shutdown: It is not impossible that this first out any possibility of mirages or re-

1, Inadequate equipment. (TheProject dramatic contact might come on a TV fractions of distant starS. Thealternate
Ozma director, Dr. Frank Drake, stated screen. This might be the way, as hovering and high speeds also rule out
in 1959 that equipment was already Drake said in '59, that advanced worlds balloons, normal aircraft or missiles.
adequate and would be constantly is- first try to communicate with other This official AF report is one more
proved for longer ranges.) civilizations, item of solid proof that the true UFO

2. Lack of fonds. (The National Pictures or signals might be beamed story is being withheld from the public.
Science Foundation, a Government at our planet, said Drake. or we mi_ht The complete report will be given to
agency, agreed to maintain the long- intercept such messages between other Chairman Overton Brooks, Science and
range program. Large funds are not worlds or their spaceships. Astronautics Committee, the UFO Sub-
needed; the Green Bank observatory, If an unknown world wished to show committee, the Senate Preparedness
built before Project Ozma. is mainly that they know we exist, they could Subcommittee, and individual Members
used for other purposes. Because of the prove it without even knowing a single of Congress who opposetheUFOeensor-

(see next column) (see nex_ column) ship.
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ConlusionUFOsAre Low-FlyingUFOPutsoutLights
Sp Ship - A strangeelliptinalUFOwhichemitted The UFO was sighted about 3:20 a.m.nee s clouds of smoke and affected electric by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence BlackwOod of

GivenSACin 1952 lightswassi tedearlyonthemorning  akoville.h ring roaringnolseof February 28 near Lakeville, Mass. in the sky they looked out their window
The UFO, moving at a low altitude and and observed an eerie eIongated object.

A 1952 evaluation of "flying saucers" making a roaring sound, was seen by at bright yellow with a dark red edge
as interplanetary devices, sent to 8tra- least three witnesses at two locations and surrounded by"blaoksmoke,"wbinh
resin Air Command Headquarters from 12 miles apart. The sighting has been was visible low in the northeast sky.
MacDiI1 AFB, has been disclosed to investigated by the Boston-NICAP Sub- The UFO was "rolling back and forth"
NICAP by former Information Specialist committee, rapidly and moving slowly toward the.
Don Widener, one of the AF men con- Adviser Waiter N. Wehb, astronomy southwest. As it passed over the house
curring in this opinion, lecturer at Charles Hayden Planetarium the bedroom was illuminated like day-

The spaceship conclusion was based and Chairman of the Subcommittee light. The lights which had been left
on numerous AF sighting reports, es- stated in the evaluation report: on in the kitchen dimmed and then went
pecially those in the MacDill area. It "The strange unearthly appearance out. The Blackwoods rushed to a south
was drawn up by the MacDill UFO pro- and behavior of this object place it in window and watched the object continue
jest officer, an AF Intelligence captain the UFO category. Ofpartlculariuterest on its course. It was visible about
with whom Widener served. As a mere- is the apparent electromagnetic (E-M) 5 minutes. After it passed, the hense-
ber of the project, Widener had access effects, during its passage, which re- lights came on again.
to official AF sighting reports, some of sulted in the failure of electric house Mr. & Mrs. Blankwood observed a
which have never been released, lights. Whatever this UFO was it was second pass of the UFO a few minutes

"Captain ....... and l drafted a not anythingocnventional or astronomi- later after hurrying outdoors. The
report to SAC Headquarters," Widener eal."(Compare Tyndall Air Force base house-lights again faded out and the
has told NICAP. "It stated that in our sighting for another recent instance pair detected an odor similar to "fat
opinion the unknown objects were of of E-M effects.) burning" as the UFO passed overhead.
extraterrestrial origin. I imagine that Later the object was visible a third time
this report is still gathering duntl'" at a greater distance.About lg miles to the south a third

C/he preceding Investigator lismd c_e Coming in the 8epmmber issue: Full witness in New Bedford, who reported
ease evaluated by the MaoDill project, report on the secret inquiry and all his sightingtotheStandard-Times,heard
a "hidden" sighting recently given latent developments; important "hidden a loud noise at 3:15 a.m. and saw a
NICAP by Widener. It described the sightings," one showing pressure on barrel-like object with "black clouds"
ManDill radar tracking of a UFO at airline pilots; inside story of the AF at each end.
40,000 feet and visual reports by a jam over Tacker's book; significant "It bobbed up and over," said the
B-29 bomber crew ordered to chase it. points from unpublished letters by Capt. observer, "Iike a bobber on a fishline,'"
The UFO, a glowing oval-shaped devine, Ruppelt; another special article; latest giving off a blinding light as it moved
reversed course and raced off. The plans by the NICAP Board; a question- slowly from west to east. At 3:30 the
sighting was never explained.) end-answer column, and other new UFO disappeared, heading south toward
,-- features. Fairhayen r

Project 0zma, from p./_ Dr, Drake, earlier, said he believed Or perhaps this might be delayed.
advanced spacoraceswooldbealtruistin. If they know we differ too much, they

come first. We could reply -- then If his belief has changed, he has not might wait, let us see their technical
made it public, progress, their arts, let us hear their

wait years for an answer. But scientists But Struts, inexplicably, has reversed music, waiting in the wings while they
suggest possible sbort-ents. One, that his first firm stand, buiId up our realization of a peaceful,
satellites carrying a mass of taped If there were real cause for fear, it cultured race.information, may he sent by advenoed
worlds to orbit distant inhabitedplaners, should not be concealed. Openly ex- If they were too strange, seeing them

amined, the suspoctedthreatmightprove would be a shock -- as seeing us would
When we, on Earth, finally recognized no threat at all. If there is danger, we shock them. But over a long period,
such an artificial device and tried to should be told, given time to prepare -- we might slowly prepare for a trialsignal it, we would trigger the release

as we now- are told to prepare for a meeting. If they werehumanotd, itwenld
of all the taped messages. Once We peasible _/orld War IIL But we have be easier. From the trial meeting,broke the code, we would learn the
faschaatinghistory of theunknowaworld, not even hard a "grapevine" hint of could come the great adventure--first

Other short-cuts: Messages from any such threat from space, contact on earth with other-world crea-
That scientists should fear possible tures, our spacemen ca their planer,

UFOs, or from spaceships or bases in danger, with no grounds at all, seems an exchange of knowledge, with probable
our solar system, incredible, benefits we cannot even imagine.

But even if a long time-gap existed, If this is the answer, whyarewetrying But even if we never met -- if our
daily or weekly transmissions between to land on the moon, on Mars, Venus, physical differences, or some other
us and the unknown planet would even- and some day more distant planets? great barrier prevented -_ westlllcould
tually bring the first answers -- and There will always be prophets of doom; learn, by constant two-way interchange,
a wealth of information would begin to ha 1492 a terrible fate was predicted for new ways to health, to longer life, new
floff between our two worlds. Columbus and his crew. But it is man's sources of power, perhaps even of o_er

Imagine, for a moment, a vastly im- nature to accept danger as he explores, planets where beings like us exist.
proved Project Ozma, with a dozen Even ff we hid on our planet, abandoning once a fantastic dream, this is now a
stations, beaming both radio and TV all our space plans, we could not escape reasonabha possibility -- if we work
into space, other powerful stations eventual meetings with beings from other for it[
methodically checking, day and night, worlds. But what if there might be danger?
the most likely star systems, as well We must do all in our power now to What if we answered signals from a
as our own planets, reach and know those unknown eivili- hostile race, putting the earth in perii?

Then the first break . . . the first zatinns. The stakes are too great to Not long ago, aprominentspaceseien-
question, the first answer . . . then, ignore. We cannot cover our ears; we tist warned, almost violently, against
slowly or quinkly, the growing, exciting cannot refuse to listen for the messages trying to signal other worlds. We must
pinture of a newly-found world. De- that some day may magically transform not blindly believe all space races
scrlptions, or picturesofits civilization, our world and the lives of all of us. friendly; we could be attacked, enslaved
its industry, the strangeness ofitslife-- As Drake has s_/d, it might take a or worse. To them, he said grimly, we
and, most important of all, the beingson hundred years, might be "the finest beef animals."
that world. But it could happen tomorrow.

(see next column) (see next column)
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EX-AFPILOTHITS INCREASEDUFOOBSERVATIONSHOWNBYREPORTS
UFO"EXPLANATION" inthepastthreemout , FOsightinandtheuadarkerorangeasitpassed

have steadily increased. Verified re- over the area. There also seemed to be
Former AF bomber pilot ErueatStad- ports include an RAF-eonflrmed sight- a large ball-like section in the nose of

voo, now owner of an Akron flying ing over Scotland; an AF-UFO chase the vehicle and about every ten seconds,
service, has denounced the Air Force's over New York state; appearance of a a light would flash on and off in the nose
hurried attempt to explain away his mystery satellite, and a"flyingsancer" cone. Thehigher itclimbed(towardsthe
recent encounter with a UFO. report by the crew of a Comet jet air- WNW), the longer it appeared in shape.'"

On the night of ]'uly 4, 1961, Stadvec liner. A digest of typical sightings The UFO was visible 5-6 minutes.
was flying with two other pilots near follows: Two hours later in Mayfield Heights,

Ohio, (about 80 miles to the west)
Akron when a brilliantly glowing object April 20-21; Ontario & Saskatchewan, Bertha M. Kinkoff, John Carroll Univ.
dived at their plane. Canada--A bright hiue-whitelightwhich biology smdant, and her father observed

"I thought it was going to ram us," moved from E to W about 2:30 a.m.
Stadvec reported later. He said that the a very bright yellow-white UFO moving
strange object stopped suddenly and (EST), hovering at one point, was re- from E to W,
climbed away at treraendous speed, ported to NICAP by J.A. Murphy, tooh- t5 May 5; Athol, Mass. --Anunidemified

On the following night, Stadvecsighted ninian for CHCH-TV, Stoney Creek, whitish light which moved back undforth
Ont, At 1:30 a.m. the morning before, making sharp angle turns, and dropped

a similar flying device while approach- in Regina, Sask., (over 300 miles to the progressively lower until out of sight
ing Cleveland Hopkins Airport. Whanhe west) LyalI Winlaw, newscaster forcalled the airport tower he was told that behind trees, was sighted for about 20

CKCK, and his wife saw seven hovering minutes beginning at 10:10 p.m. by five
they too were watching the unknown ob- bright yellow UFOs, which suddenly wlmesses at the railroad depot. One
jeer, which was clearly visible because shot away toward the NW, Mr. Winlaw of the witnesses, Delano Demarest, filed
of its greenish glow. Tower operators told the Regina Leader-Post (April20): a report with NICAP. Mr. Defnareat
had no explanation as to what it was. "These objects I saw were like nothingLater, the airport Operations Super- said the UFO moved much more rapidly
visor, J'ohn N. Gleb, told the press that I've ever seen." than a jet.
the object also had been tracked by % April 22; Anaheim, Calif. -- Three May 10; Syracuse, N.Y. -- Two F-101

Anaheim residents reported the sighting _ jets from Griffis AFB were sent to
airport radar operators. He said it of a "whirling blue-greun object" in the chase a "mysterious light" moving a-flared up on the radarscopes, then dis-

skies over Anaheim at 4 p.m. The ob- cross the sky. Several UFOs in a group
appeared in a few minutes -- at the ject, according to Emery Kander of '/47 reported over Ohio same nightsame time that Stadvec reported the UFO were
was streaking up out of sight. Eugene PI., seemed m beshaped similar about 9:30 p.m.

The first public reports of the UFO to a fan, with a whitish cone on the top May 11 Lake Worth, Fla. -- NICAP
resembling "the tower on a castle." member leffrey Nichaus and a school

sightings and tracking did not appear Kender said he, his wife and neighbor teacher in a separate location sighted a
until the evening of July q. Without Andy Vince watched the object for about brilliant UFO which first hovered, then
even calling Stadvee or Cleveland Air- 15 minutes through binoculars, The shot upwards at.tremendous speed. The
port to cheek the facts, the AF rushed object, whichhe said resembled no air- teacher said in a report to NICAP:
out an answer, releasing it through craft or other aeriaI conveyance he had "It ascended at a speed greater thanMajor Robert Friend, chief of the AF
UFO Project Blue Book, at Wright- ever. seen, spun higher and higher as anything I have ever witnessed."

the trio watched it, until it finally May 13; Capt. R.A. Ainsworth, corn-
Patterson AFB. vanished from sight, mander of an East African Airways

Avoiding any mention of the airport April 23; Manitowoo, Wise. -- A Comet jet reported that he and his
radar and visual confirmation, and the Milwaukee 3"ouunal employee, Thomas crew had seen a flying saucer while
UFO's close approach as described by Wianiewski, sighted a revolving dull flying across the Sudan that morning.
the other pilots, Major Friend said gray disk-like object silhouetted against Capt. Ainsworth said he saw the
Stadveo evidently had been misled by the sky about 1:45 a.m. (CST) moving "saucer" just after dawn. It was flying
the star Capella. Atmospheric refrac- slowly from E to W. A sound like parallel to this Comet airliner.
tion, he stated, probably caused the "rushing wind" could be heard. "It Was like a very large green fire
star's unusual appearance. The Project -_ May 4; Oil City. Pa.-- Mr. and Mrs. with a shower of red sparks behind it,"
chief admitted he had no weather data A1 Weingard andotherssighedamissile- he said. He called his navigator, first
to back up this explanation. Despite like object about 8:80 p.m. which ap- officer and engineer officer, who all
this, theCapellaanswerwasimmcdiately peared to be controlled. As Mr. Wein- saw the object and agreed it was either
released by the AF for national publi- pard described it to the News-Herald: a flying saucer oranahandonedsatellite.
cation. "At first it appeared like a quarter May 19; Long Beach, Calif.--Reports

Stadvec, a B-29 bomber pilot inWorld moon, but as it moved closer, it took oftwelve shiny objects observedmaneu-
War II, hhintly labeled the AF answer the shape of a missile. It changed in vering erratically over the area follow-
as "grabbing for stra{qs." He added: color from a bright fire-red to orange ins two loud "skyquakea" (aerial ex-"I have been flying since 1942, and I
operate a flying business that requires plosinns), and are under investigationby
us to fly day and night in all types of NICAP note: Major Friend was obey- the Los Angeles NICAP Subcommittee
weather. Over the years I have seen ing orders, It is now official AF policy (LANS). The thunderous explosions,
many falling starsandotheratmospherie to rush out an explanation for any UFO never explained, occurred about 3:00
phenomena. The object we saw was no sighting which is reported by the press, p.m. At 3:50 p.m. the UFOs were
star or refraction.'" The obvious purpose is to kill off press sighted maneuvering with an odd flutter-

The other pilots fully agreed with and public interest regardleas of the ing motion high in the eastern sky.
Stadvec, They confirmed that the UFO facts and without checking reports -- At 4:80 witnesses saw three jets sweep
had dived at the plane while it was in even those by highly-trained, competent into the area in formation, and theUFOs
level flight at 4,000 feet, that it had observers. More than once, in these disappeared. A few minutes later six
abruptly reversed course and climbed hasty releases, the AF has avoided of the objects reappeared and continued
away at terrific speed. Summing up mention of confirmation by radar or by to mill around for another fifteenminutes
the facts in a statement relayed to groups of skilled observers. Instead, before fading from sight.
several Congressmen and the UFO Sub- it has given the impression that theUFO May 20; Tyndall Air Force Base
committee, Stadvec sharply criticized report was a simple mistake by a lone sighting reportedelsewhereinthisissun.
the answer given the press by the witness, as in the Stadvec case. May 21; North Shore, L.I. -- Charles

L. Newman, former airman, along with
Project Blue Book chief. The Stadvoo statement was seeuredby his father and brother sighted a bright-

"Why didn't he take the time to the Akron UFO Researc h Committee,
investigate before making any statement which is working closely with NICAP. lighted UFO about 10:45 p.m. Theobjectmoved from NW to SE, stopped and lost
at all?" Stadvec demanded. We are grateful for the Committee's altitude, then assumed an easterly

(see next column} cooperation.
course, contlnued on page 7
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UFO SIGHTINGS (Continued from page 6)

May 22; Clinton, Iowa -- Two cigar- June 12; Waynosville. Ohio. An an- divided into, orlaunchedseveralsmaller
shaped UFOs with brighthalosofwhite known object,describedas '*aringof objects. Observed with 7-power bin-
light _ere spotted moving from W to E smoke with a ball offireswingingaroand oculars, the small objects appeared
about 8:00 p.m. (CDT) by Bruce D. the outside," was seen for five minutes, round, less bright than the larger UFO
Henderson, of Fulton, Ili. The sun was before disappearing on a lqE course, first noted.
on the western horizon at the time. The June 22; Alms AFB Oklahoma. In
UFOs passed from high overhead to June 19; Edinburgh, Scotland -- A
behind trees on the eastern horizon in cigar-shaped luminous object flashed another confidential report, anAFmem-
about 30 seconds. ' No wings or other overhead at terrific speed, visible for bet at Altus AFB described sighting of

a a UFO flying at the speed of a B-52,
promberanoes were visible and the oh- almost 30 seconds about 2:00 a.m. Wit- or faster, and an apparent chase by an
jeers made no noise, nesses told the Evening Dispatch (June

May 28; Monett, Me. -- Two un- 19) the UFO angled downward at about F-89 jet just after the UFO disappeared
identified objects which moved in tmison 25 degrees toward the northern horizon, from the observer's view.June 22; Seattle, Wash. A cylindrical
were seen about 11:00 p.m. by Robert An R.A.F. spokesman told the paper: UFO which emitted an orange-colored
Willard, drug-store clerk, and another "We !atow of this but we can make no exhaust was reported rising from a low
witness, Samuel Evans. The leading comment on it whatsoever." Earler in
object appeared as anindistinct sourceof the evening, about 10:30 p.m., dozens altitude about sunrise. The object was
light, followed by a blinking light. Two of people over a wide area around Edln- described as tiring to a horizontal
smaller lights were visible on each burgh sighted a fast-moving fireball position, then disappearing behindtrees.
object. The UFOs approaqhed the town travelling NW to SE trailing sparks. A few hours earlier, an oval or egg-shaped UFO. glowing an orange color,
from the west, swept toward the north, was reported settling toward the ground
doubled back eastward over the town. MYSTERY SATELLITE TRACKED ill the same area. (Report under in~
Total time of observation: 80 minutes, vestigatiun by APRA-NICAP 8ubunm-

May 27; Nashville. Tenn. -- A bright mittee in Seattle.)
triangular object was seen over a wide The discovery that a mystery June 26; New Brunswick. N.J. An
area from 5:00 p.m. to sunset, Jets satellite was orbiting the earth was elongaged, orange-glowing UFO, re-
from Memphis Naval Air Station were revealed May 10th by the Smith- ported by a local merchant, was ob-
scrambled but could not reach the alti- soniun Obse_atory at Cambridge, served hovering over the Albany Street
rude of the UFO estimated at 60,000 Mass., which controls a worldwide Bridge about 8 a.m., then swiftlymoving
feet. Possibleexplanation:"MobyDick" network of _king stations. Ex- away.
pyramid-shaped AF research balloon, trogts _rom tho official statement July 1; Sacramento, Calif. Several
but the Strategic Air Command in follow: residents reported a bright UFO which
Colorado Springs, said no aircraft or ,' " e
balloons were known to be in the area. Satelht tracking stations around zig-zagged across the sky, occasionally
A photograph of the object obtained from the world have been asked to help hovering, with its light blinking ou and
the Nashville Tennessean by member track an unsuspected, unpradieted off.
Paul Norman is being analyzed by bright satellite. The satellite was July 5; Mt. Hope, Wise. A rotating
NICAP. first spotted, on May 18, at Jupiter, object, with blue and red lights seen at

Fla. The. observatory is trying to times, was reported flying at a low
lune 8; Manasea, Wise. ReImrted by altitude near Mr. Hope. According to aget other sightings and an orbit.

Police Chief Rod Taubel, aUFOwas seen The satellite is ahout as bright as press account, AE planes were sent to
maneuvering over the area, Echo One end can be seen early investigate, butTruaxAFBdeniadknowl-

June 4; Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. -- A edge of the report.
cigar-shaped or long elliptical UFOwith with the naked eye under fight July 7; Muskegon, Mich. AUFOwhieh
a cluster of smaller uhidentifled objects conditions." "looked like two big metal bowls, one
were sighted in the early afternoon by At liateakala, Hawaii, Clifton on top of the other, with a flashing lightMarsh, head of the local observatory,
Mrs. James W. Annis, librarian. At on top," was seen hovering at tree-top
first the UFOs were moti0nle_ss, then said _e.ithsonian officials also had level. As reported to police by Iohn
the smaller objects streaked across the alerted its network of highpowerad, Freeman and family, from Ft. Wayne,
sky to the large object. The UFOs were telescopic cameras to spot and Ind., the UFO rose silently after a few
then obscured by trees in the fore- photograph the mystery satellite, seconds, then climbed rapidly out of
ground of the NE sky. Total time of One unexolatned factor was in- sight. As it moved, the flashing white
observation: about ten minutes, traduced by a Smithsonian s!ookeS- light became steady.

June 7; Helna, Mont. A UFO alter_ man who stated that they had "no July 9; Burlington, N.C. AbrightUFO
nately hovering and moving at high reason yet to believe the satellite is about twice the size of Venas was sighted
speed, estimated at 100 feet in diameter anything new, because such orbiting at 7:42 p.m. (EST) by Win. E. DeLoach,
by Under-sheriff Reed Ceilings, also mavericks are s_atted with some a security officer for a WesternElectrio
was sighted bynumerous Helena citizens, regularity," plant, and another wimess.
Ceilings, who observed the UFO with As this issue goes to press, the July 10; Pontiac, Mich. A blimp
high-powered binoculars, said itseemed mystery satellite still has not been shaped object flashing brilliant orange
to be made of a "clear plastic" or identified, and white lights was sighted between
similar material. Asuggested"ballunn" 3:00 and 8:30 a.m. by dozens of wit-
answer was ruled out by the UFO's high .Tune'19; Exeter, England -- A mys- nesses, including police officers. TWo
rate of speed when it disappeared on a terious "flying object" was reported teen-age boys, fishing at North Lake,
southwest course, The weather bureau to have hovered stationary over Exeter fled when the UFO began descending
also stated it had no record of any today for more than an hour. nearby. Otherwimessesinoleded:Police
balloon in the area. Officials at the local airport said, Sgr. David Putnam and Patrolman Fred

June 9; Charleston, S.C. A rapidly "We do not know,_hat it is." Sourer, Waterford; Deputies Robert
moving round object, sighted betweeu "It was seen on the radar screen and MacFarlane and Richard Hubble, Inde-
10:30 a_d 10:45 a.m., was reported by we have had it under observation for pendenun (confirmation of hovering at
three wimesses, One watchingit with some time. We think it is pretty big. treetop level); and Corporal Maitland
binoculars, deseribeditas"fairlysmall, It appears to be shining brightly and is Landon, State Police. who sighted "a
white with black around the edges. The about 50,000 feet up." big, brilliant object at a high altitude"
792d Aircraft Control and Warning June 19; Washington, D,C. area. in and insisted it was not a balloon. Sol-
Squadron _tated that ail objects appear- a confidential statement, a radio tesh- fridge AFB told police they would in-
ing on its radar screens at the rime had nieian at a Government agency reported vestigate the sightiugs but no official
been identified, sighting a brilliant UFO which either report has been released to date.
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FACTSBEHINDTHE NICAPIN FLORIDA TheAttacksOn NICAP
"PANCAKE"STORY A.ewinvestigativeNiCAPSobcom- Forovertwoyears,thopohlishnr

Several members have inquired about mittee and a recently appointed Special a certain UFO magazine has bitmrl 3
N ICAP's analysis of the so-called Adviser, both situated on the east coast attacked NICAP as a tone of the AF.
"spaceman pancakes" case publicized of Florida, have enlarged our networkof hiding instead of revealing UPo faets.
in April. Since we have been publicly investigators in that state. (Other Ad- Most NICAP members ignore these
accused of falling to investigate, here risers in Florida are Capt. W.B, Hash. ridiculous charges, knowing that every
are the facts: Pan American Airways; W. R, Peters, NICAP official is fighting to end the

According to Joe Simonton, a plumber former PAA pilot; and Norman Bean, unwarranted AF secrecy -- as this
in Eagle River, Wise., a spacecraft engineer for WTVS', Miami.) issue will prove to any reasonable
landed in his yard on April 18, and the The Subcommittee, in Fort Pierce, person.
crew exchanged three pancakes for a is the first team of investigators for On this same page is the true cx-
jug of water. One cake was sent to the state, and wiIl be known formally planation of the "pancake story," sub-
NICAP by County Judge FrankW.Carter as "Florida Unit _1." Chairman is jeer to the latest attack. Because a few
of Eagle River. Without consulting us, Carl R. Thorbahn. bssineasman and members urge revealingthefactsbehind
.Tudge Carter told the press NICAP former newspaperman, residing at 2408 this publisher's charges, we will quote
would analyze and publicly report on the South l_th St. 7'he unit includes active a few extracts from his letters to
cake. newsmen, pilots, engineers, and amateur NICAP's director (all letters available

On receipt, we first sent the cake to astronomers. The Subcommittee was to NICAP members at our office):
Prof. C.A. Maney, NICAP Board Mere- formed after a series of UFO sightings "Major Keyhne, I admire you. f
bur. for analysis by his colleague, in Fort Pierce early in April. know exactly how sincere you are...
chemistry professor Nathan Melts. As The new Adviser. Maj. John F. Me- Thanks for the information that NfCAP
ProL Melts was ill (he has since died) Lend, USAFR Jacksonville, Fla. as is not a cover-up. I may keep harping
Prof. Maney returned thecaketoNICAP, reported in the last issue has gone on on this occasionally, but maybe the
It was then sent toaNewYorklaboratory record opposing the offinial secrecy publicity won't hurt my cause . . .
chemist, Alexander D. Mebane, aNICAP which he termed "dogmatic and ruth- You aren't subsidized. And further,
adviser and an officer of CivilianSaucer less." During a "recent brief vacation I think you've lost your shirt... You
Intelligence, N.Y. Mebane began pre- trip to Florida Richard Hail. NICAP can't avoid being a help to me, because
llminary tests of the fat content, taking Secretary, and Walter N. Webb NICAP maybe something you've found out will
IR and UV spectra, which indicated a astronomy Adviser, conferred with Maj. be what I'm looking for .... "'
common type of hydrogenated-oil short- McLeod. The new Adviser reiterated Some time ago. this publisher asked to
ening, melting at body temperature, his belief that the UPO secrecy should take over printing the UFO Investigator
Two factors delayed further tests. The be ended, and said he felt NICAP's and put it on sale on newsstands. NICAP [
cost of aehromatographinanalysiswonld work was very important and must would do all the writing work; our oniy
be $100; an isotope examination, taking continue, benefit, free copies for.members since
four to five weeks, would cost $180. they would be paying double the news-

Second, Mr. Mebane was occupied with Ham Operators to stand price. NIOAP membership wouldother problems which added to the delay, soon dwindle to nothing.

At tlais time_ NICAP's financial crisis Help NICAP When we refused, the publisher beganviolent attacks on all NICAP officials
was building up rapidly. Simultaneously, with any m/litarybaokground. Examples:
we were working hard forCongreasional in response to the request in our last "Put a man in uniform and he thinks
hearings. After Judge Carter's un- issue, twelve amateur radio operators he is God . . . What military man has
approved press statement about NICAP, already have agreed to help eolloot and added one g ..... thing to this saucer
scores of newspapers, radio and TV relay UFO sightings .reports to NICAP. investigation?"
stations asked for our analysis -- a few The names and ¢all letters follow: When he challenged NICAP to answer
obviously planning either tongue-in- George E. Hoadley, Adrian, Michigan, in his columns, We refused. One of the
cheek stories "or open ridicule. .We 50.23 mege (6 meters) W8MTJ many reasons is that we could not co-
stated the analysis was incomplete, that David Ryun, Huntington, I_,. I., N.Y. operate with a man who admits he is
we had no evidence to prove or disprove WA2DV!-I hiding UFO facts.
Mr. Simonton's claim, that we would Willis L. Kibler, Ottawa Lake, Mich. Claiming ten times the information
publicly report any conclusion we WSCER known to the AF, this publisher wrote
reached, but that more urgent matters James A. Lee, Abilene, Texas, WfAAO NICAP's director:
now took precedence over this contact John Morel, Miami Beach, Fla., W41RWT "What I have learned f have kept to
report. Gaff H. Allwine. Evei'ett, Wash., WYRDY myself. Nobody, but nobody, really

In May, Judge Carter inquired about .Tack Mollman, Benton, Ark,. WPESAE knows what goes on in my mind as a re-
news reports that NICAP was returning Glen E, Zook, LaPorte, Indiana sult of my investigations . . , If you
the cake unanalyzed. The Judge stated KPSTH/AAPSTH knew what I know about flying saucers,
that, in one way, he would not blame .Terome R. Weiss, Covina, Calif., K6GAI maybe you'd dissolve NICAP right now
us, since he too had been'plagued by Winston D. Roberts, 8trelbyville, Tenn., and drop out of sight."
many phone calls. NICAP told Judge W4MPG We repeat: The full reoord is avail-
Carter the news reports were in error, Carl A. Monin, Tullahoma, Tenn., able at our office, We shall not waste
that the analysis was being made. Since W4WML further time or space in replying to this
then, he has publicly accused us of Wally Hollander, Ferdinand, Ind., (Chan- unfortunately embittered man.
evadingthe analysis, andhascooperated nets 7-9-16) 18QSg04
in open attacks on NICAP. We are grateful to these "hams" for

With NICAPshortoffieaneialseaurity. the offer to cooperate, and wehopemany The new book, "The Challenge of
we do not feel justified now in spending others will join this "UFO network" Unidentified Flying Objects," by Prof.
$300 or more on additional pancake in the near future. In several cases; Charles A. Maney, NICAP Board Mum-
analyses, when more urgent projects ham operators already have speeded bur, and Richard H. Hall, NICAP Sucre-
require funds. We might be flooded reports to NICAP which otherwisewould tary, is scheduled for first mailing the
with requests to analyze eli sorts of have taken days to reach us. latter part of August. A review of the
alleged UFO "items." However, we book will appear in thenextlnvustigator.
shall make public whatever final con- NICAP greatly appreciates the re- Copies of this book may f/e obtained for
clusions Mr. Mebane can draw without newals resulting from our emergency $3.50, postpaid. Checksormoneyorders
these expensive tests, and if any rum- letter. Each nf these memberships has should NOT be made payable to NICAP
nants remain after testing they will be been automatically extended from the but to Richard Hall,#5O4WillardCourts,
returned to Judge Carter. previous expiration date. Washington 9, D.C,


